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Who are the next generation?

Got Ph.D degree to age of 35 (or 40) years

- What background do they have and should have?
- Are they willing to dedicate to research work?
- Do they have real Ph.D degree?
  
  If not, goto END
  
  else …
What do they have?

- Young and with energy
- New knowledge and ideas
- Enthusiasm and innovative passions
What are they lack of?

- Money
  - Where the money from?
- Reputation and personal networking
- Opportunities!
What Opportunities?

- To think: What to do (research direction)? Why?
- To try to speak or raise questions, discuss or debate
- To know the people and be known by others
- To do and practice
- To apply for grants

... ...

Don’t just wait!!
What should the young people do?

- Find real problems to be solved, shape your brain by many ways
- Join the academic community, share and raise questions
- Work hard without asking how much money you can earn – aspire great value
What can we do for them?

- Money? some ways, but rarely and hard
- Encouragement
- Opportunities
What has the CCF done?

- **CCF YOCSEF**, since 1998
  Young Computer Scientists & Engineers Forum
- **CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award**, since 2006
- **CCF Elite Young Scientist Award**, Since 2008
- **CCF ADL (Advanced Disciplines Lecture)**, since 2010
- **CCF Elite Young Forum, since 2011**
- **CCF Outstanding Undergraduate Award**, since 2012
The YOCSEF
A big platform for young people to grow up

- Just for young professionals under age of 45
- A pioneer of the CCF even the society
- Focusing on hot and tough issues – Forum
- Social responsibilities
- Shaping the brain
The YOCSEF

- CCF Beijing and 20 branches in big cities of China
- Hong Kong, Taiyuan and Lanzhou will be established soon
The YOCSEF

The goal is

Creating opportunities

For young professionals
The YOCSEF

- Who came out from the YOCSEF in past 14 years?
- Who will be outstanding in the future?
The YOCSEF
CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award - 2006
CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award - 2007
CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award - 2008
CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award - 2009
CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award - 2010
CCF Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award - 2011
CCF Young Scientist Award - 2011
CCF Outstanding Undergraduate Award - 2012
CCF Outstanding Undergraduate Award - 2012
The End
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